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ABSTRACT 
 

 

The study of English as a foreign language has been presenting difficulties in the 

different educational levels, taking into account the high impact of the internal and 

external factors that influence the teaching-learning process to people who want to 

improve Linguistics skills. This research focuses on the study of gender as a 

consequence of a high or low level in university performance with respect to ESOL at 

the Catholic University of Ecuador in Esmeraldas. After the compilation of a learner 

corpus from sample texts which were compiled through Google forms, linguistic 

analysis was carried out by means of the application of quantitative and qualitative 

methods in order to obtain a systematic summary of errors in the learner‟s corpus while 

taking several parameters into account, such as age, years of training and, especially, 

gender. Statistical data were collected with AntConc and, by means of a comparison of 

the results obtained, it revealed that errors were more prevalent in male students than on 

female at the time of composing general domain texts in English. In addition, we 

present a summary of the most frequent errors that University students commit while 

using English as a foreign language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: learner‟s corpus, gender, English as a Second Language, Ecuador. 
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RESUMEN 

 

 

El estudio del inglés como lengua extranjera ha venido presentando dificultades en los 

distintos niveles educativos, teniendo en cuenta el alto impacto de los factores internos 

y externos que influyen en el proceso de enseñanza-aprendizaje a quienes buscan 

mejorar sus habilidades Lingüísticas. Esta investigación se centra en estudiar el género 

como consecuencia de un alto o bajo nivel en el rendimiento universitario con respecto 

a la materia de inglés en la PUCE Esmeraldas, Ecuador. Por medio de la recopilación de 

textos escritos luego de aplicar la encuesta en la página virtual de google drive, se 

realizaron análisis lingüísticos mediante la aplicación del método cuantitativo para 

conocer el margen de error en el corpus de los estudiantes matriculados en la materia de 

inglés general, teniendo en cuenta las diferentes carreras en las que se encontraba cada 

uno. Mediante una comparación de los resultados obtenidos a través de software 

AntConc, se dio a conocer el que el género masculino fue el que cometió más errores a 

la hora de redactar un texto en Inglés, también se pudo visualizar los tipos de errores 

más comunes que los estudiantes universitarios cometen hoy en día en la escritura del 

Inglés como lengua extranjera. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Palabras clave: corpus de aprendices, género, inglés como segunda lengua, Ecuador. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

 

 

What are the most frequent problems that students in 6
th

 level of general English from 

PUCE Esmeraldas face when they are learning English? Many factors are influential in 

the process of learning English as a Second Other Language (hereafter, ESOL) such as 

economic factors, environment, motivation, age and gender. If we want to deepen into 

the most frequent problems in the English learning process, first it is necessary to 

analyze the factors by which development can be interfered. In this research, gender is 

going to be focus on future researches. 

Through the ages, Linguistics have developed different approaches to study different 

systems of language. Corpus based approaches allows to perform an empirical-based 

study on which a large compilation of electronic texts containing real samples permits 

us to study language as used by its speakers. Before the widespread use of computers, 

analyses of this nature were done by hand. With the advent of computational linguistics, 

we can obtain accurate empirical results through automatic processes. 

Kennedy (1998) stated that there are meant types of corpus design and corpus-based 

approaches which can be used for various kinds of analysis. In this case, this research is 

focused on the grammatical analysis of texts written by students in 6
th

 level of general 

English at PUCE Esmeraldas while considering the gender differences of the students. 

A learner‟s corpus can be defined as an electronic collection of language data produced 

by foreign-language learners. This resource is of great relevance for teaching and 

learning English as a foreign-language (Granger, 2012). The problem of investigation 

is: Which are the most writing common errors among male and female gender in 

Students from 6
th

 level of General English at PUCE Esmeraldas? 

 

To sum up, the problem leads to solve the following questions:   

 What are the theories that support linguistics analysis of language corpus? 

 What are the principal errors in writing according to the age and gender in 

students from 6
th

 level of General English at PUCE Esmeraldas? 
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 What proposals can we make in order to improve these problems? 

All in all, this research has six sections. Section 1, the theoretical framework and 

literature review can be found, previous studies and legal foundation. In section 2 is 

written about methodology focused on techniques and instruments that were used, 

universe, sample, population and the compilation of information. Section 3 is structured 

by the analysis and interpretation of the results. Section 4 refers to the discussion of the 

investigation process. Finally, Section 5 and 6 show the conclusions and 

recommendations after having analyzed the results.  

 

JUSTIFICATION 

 

Linguistics is an important science which studies the language processes in all its 

aspects, changing and improving through time. Nowadays, at a time where people live 

in a global world, there are diverse ways to study linguistics and one of them is through 

21
st
 century skills making use of the language corpus that permit to know the principle 

of total accountability. Also, the inspection and structure of a word; so real language 

provides lexical, morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic information. Moreover, 

corpus shows an effective way to analyze the students‟ errors in the writing skills by 

means of a whole step, using this research approach in our computers, taking into 

account the branches of linguistics mentioned before. This resource will make an 

analysis about common writing mistakes in the students form 6
th
 level of General 

English at PUCE Esmeraldas, through language corpus as a relevant tool that teachers 

will be able to use.   

The importance of this research is based on the fact that it is the first time that a study of 

this type has been carried out in Esmeraldas city. Likewise, it shows corpora as a 

relevance tool to analyze the real students‟ writing by which teachers can detect 

difficulties that students present about grammar and writing. Finally, it helps to find 

common errors according to the writing error category. 
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1.1 OBJECTIVES 

 

1.1.1 General Objective  

 To make a diagnosis of the English writing errors in students from 6
th

 level of 

General English at PUCE Esmeraldas through the use of computational tools.  

1.1.2 Specific Objectives  

 To explore the required theoretical background and a set of corpus-based 

techniques that permit us to analyze the students‟ production.  

 To find common errors among male and female gender in Students from 6
th
 

level of General English at PUCE Esmeraldas. 

 To classify these errors during the language learning process according to 

gender through computational techniques.  

 To build a specific learner corpus from the students‟ production while learning 

English. 

 

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

2.1. What is a Corpus? 

 

Learner corpora, or searchable collections of the written or spoken production of 

language learners, have become increasingly vital in the field of applied linguistics. 

Through the years, a corpus can be created in an electronic way with the capacity of 

collect multimillion words. Sinclair (2004) said that it is defined as a collection of 

pieces of language text in electronic form, selected according to external criteria to 

represent, as far as possible, a language or language variety as a source of data for 

linguistic research. Likewise, Hunston (2002) states that Linguistics has used the word 

corpus to describe a collection of naturally occurring examples of language, consisting 

of anything form a few sentences to a set of written texts or tape recordings, which have 

been collected for linguistic studies.  
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After that, making reference with the electronic corpus, this research is characterized as 

a design of an annotated corpus or corpus mark-up which provides great advantages in 

terms of linguistic research studies, because the information added to the text permits to 

do an analysis of the grammar class of words (Lopez 1998). Besides, tagging can be 

automatic (the computer program tags the corpus) or manual (there is human 

intervention in the tagging with the aid of a computer software). Hunston (2002: 18) 

points out the level of accuracy achieved depending on the automatic or manual 

tagging, and states that even though in the first case a corpus can be totally tagged, the 

level of accuracy is lower than that obtained through manual tagging, however this is 

only feasible when the corpus is small. 

To talk about Sinclair is to talk about an important character of corpus, because 

Professor Sinclair was the author of the creation of the first electronic corpus, and was 

instrumental in developing the tools needed to analyze the data. Having corpus data 

allowed Professor Sinclair and his team to find out how people really use the English 

language and to develop new ways of structuring dictionary entries. The corpus also can 

study phrases trough collocation. As Bennett (2010) argues that collocation is the 

statistical tendency of words to co-occur. This means that when one word is used, there 

is a high statistical probability that a certain word or words will occur alongside of it. 

For example, the noun form of the word deal. The words, „big‟, „good‟, and „great‟ are 

collocations of „deal‟ as a noun, meaning that when people use „deal‟ as a noun, they 

often refers to „a big deal‟, „a good deal‟, and/or „great deal‟.  

 

2.1.1. Corpus Linguistics 

 

The soonest and most noteworthy effect that corpus phonetics had on dialect instructing 

can be found in lexicography. The compilation of the Collins Birmingham University 

International Language Database (COBUILD) in the 1980s, initiated and organized by 

John Sinclair, led to the first corpus-based dictionary and the first edition of the Collins 

COBUILD English Language Dictionary (1987), which depended on a corpus of 20 

million words. In the 1990s, COBUILD was extended to frame the Bank of English, a 

dynamic corpus to which new texts have been continually included with the goal that 

someday its size is around 500 million words. (Mukherjee, 2006) 
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Furthermore, COBUILD set new principles in lexicography on the grounds that the 

corpus-based depiction of English and its corpus-based codification has brought about 

another age of word references that incorporate data that had not been accessible in 

customary pre-corpus dictionaries. The following entry for the noun assumption, which 

is taken from the corpus-based Macmillan English Dictionary (2002), exemplifies 

lexicographical information that can only be derived from corpus data: 

In the same way, O„Keeffe (2007) determined that corpora are storages of written 

and/or spoken texts in a computer with a detail design matrix addressed to a determine 

audience. That is, like Ganger, to pay attention to specific characteristics such as 

varieties of age, gender, location, school, level, teacher, class, nationalities, etc. 

On the other hand, Xiao (2008) stated about a lot of benefits of corpus based approach. 

First, a corpus can be more comprehensive and reliable, so a corpus shows linguistic 

intuitions of a range of language speakers, which helps in intuitions of individual 

speakers, also it can provides us a high number of examples in real communication 

context. Second, a corpus can show us what is common and typical, it refers to learners 

of a foreign language can search about specific terms to know the high or low range by 

which people used any words. Moreover, it can find differences that intuitions alone 

cannot perceive, for example synonyms of the word “totally”, so could be absolutely, 

utterly, completely or entirely. Third, corpora provide accurate statistics because we can 

know about the exact quantity of collocates or repeated words to be compared in 

linguistics analysis, for example the percent of errors among men and women as in this 

research. After that, corpus data is more natural because it is used in real 

communications instead of being invented specifically for linguistics analysis. Besides, 

a constantly updated corpus can reflect even recent changes in the language, so it is 

important because we can learn about the new language tendencies to be applied in our 

speaking.  

Additionally, some authors like McEnery, Xiao and Tono (2007) described different 

kinds of corpus in their book about corpus based language studies. They have classified 

it in five. First, specialized corpora are collection of texts of a type, such as newspaper 

editorials, geography textbooks, academic articles in a special subject, lectures, casual 

conversations or essays written by students. After that, it is used to investigate a specific 

type of language. Second, a general corpus which is considered as a frequent type of 
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corpus because contains texts just in one language. The corpus is usually tagged for 

parts of speech and is used by a wide range of users for various tasks from highly 

practical ones. Third, a parallel corpus refers to those that contain two monolingual 

corpora, being one corpus the translation of the other. For example: a novel and its 

translations. Fourth, a learner’s corpus is characterized as a group of texts produced by 

language learners. This kind of corpus is used to study mistakes and problems learners 

have when they are learning a foreign language. Fifth, a diachronic corpus contains 

texts from different periods and it is used to study the development or change in 

language. In addition, there is a specialized diachronic feature referred as trends, which 

identifies words whose usage changes most of the selected period of time. 

 

2.1.2. History of Corpus Based Approach 

 

Sinclair was the progenitor of the original of present day corpus semantics through the 

advancement of the COBUILD venture by the University of Birmingham. This present 

undertaking's point was to construct corpus-driven vocabularies for outside students of 

English. Therefore, he turned into the central consultant of the Collins' COBUILD 

English Language Dictionary, which its first version was distributed in 1987. Certainly, 

corpora have been engaged with our lives since long time back. For example, lexicons 

and present day lexicographic materials are at present in light of corpus work. From the 

1990s on, word reference producers utilize corpora information keeping in mind the end 

goal to make true and genuine cases of dialect (McEnery & Xiao, 2010).  

Nowadays, corpus is seen as one of the most valuable linguistic tools as it passed from 

being an enterprising idea of a few research groups to become one of the most valuable 

tools for both, Linguistics and computer science (Granger, 2003). Besides, thanks to the 

advantages of technology, corpora collect enormous multimillion-word texts from many 

different sources to be published online and ready to be analyzed by linguists around the 

world. Written and spoken texts, such as a set of newspapers or radio recordings, are 

transcribed (if necessary) and labeled. Some years ago, people had to compile the texts 

writing them by hand, for example the first concordance of a Bible made by around 500 

monks in the 13th century (Tribble & Jones, 1990, named in Kindt & Wright, 2001). 

This indeed demanded too much effort and time. But technology advances are so fast 
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today; it cannot only has texts in a corpus but also multimedia elements such as videos, 

scans and recordings in a way that they can appear in the computer screen in matter of 

seconds when someone queries them. 

Moreover, O„Keeffe (2007) also points out the fact that corpora give the opportunity to 

do a quantitative and qualitative analysis. In terms of quantitative results, a corpus can 

show statistical data about the frequency of occurrence of a certain word and it can be 

compared with other sources.  

 

2.2. Variation in Grammar Mistakes According to Gender   

 

This research is focused on gender differences. Males and females clearly differ in 

various perceptual, motor and cognitive domains, both in humans and in other animals 

(Halpern, 2000; Kimura, 1999). The use of foreign language in the EFL classrooms can 

be shaped by many factors, among which gender has a leading role (Ali, 2016) 

Moreover, gender has been viewed as an important factor that assumes a particular part 

and impacts in the foreign language learning and there are a few differences in the way 

of producing language between men and ladies, and no instruction or social molding 

can entirely eradicate these distinctions. 

In language, however, sex differences have not been so evident (Halpern, 2000). Such 

girls and boys tend to use different areas of their brain while learning some important 

parts of grammar. To support, authors as Zoghi, Kazemi, and Kalani (2013) in their 

studies about the effects of gender in EFL, state that while both boys and girls have 

improved their performances, girls achieved higher marks than boys in EFL learning. 

In addition, this study, Zoghi and his colleagues (2013) studied how students were 

learning EFL by a group of  50 boys and 50 girls and age about 12-14, selected from 

four different classes. After that, from that point onward, the scores of the students in 

the English accomplishment test which managed toward the finish of second semester 

were used as instrument in their examination. The test paper included four sections: 

vocabulary, language structure, sentence capacity, and perusing appreciation. The items 

contained fill in the clear, coordinating, various decision, and correspondence which 

proposed to evaluate general capacity in students‟ production.  
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All items considered, shockingly, the consequences of the investigation showed that 

ladies were better in EFL. These discoveries however uncovered a noteworthy 

cooperation impact of gender on students' accomplishment test. To sum up, there is a 

noteworthy contrast amongst male and female performance, the magnitude of the 

difference and the strength of association between the total males and the total females 

is relatively small. 

 

2.3. Writing Errors in Teenagers  

 

Writing in a foreign language is not simple for learners. It is muddled to write in other 

language and sometimes most of the understudies try to decipher or translate words, 

expressions, and sentences from the first language to English getting awful outcomes. 

Many examinations demonstrate for the starting English Foreign Language (EFL) 

learners, there has a tendency to be obstruction from their first dialect during the time 

spent writing in English (Benson, 2002). 

The difficulty of teaching is to discover strategies to initiate definitively the inactive 

learning that learners have as far as the written work aptitude, and to enable the students 

to end up plainly more capable while attempting to dispense with some of their normal 

blunders. At that point, it is basic here to show a difference between errors and 

mistakes. Both, Corder (1967, 1971) and James (1988) reveal a criterion that helps us to 

do so: a mistake can be self-corrected, but an error cannot. Errors are “systematic,” i.e. 

likely to happen regularly and not recognized by the learner. Hence, only the teacher or 

researcher would locate them, the learner would not (Gass & Selinker, 1994).  

Moreover, as Richards & Renandya (2002:303) claim that writing is the most 

troublesome aptitude for EFL students to ace. The trouble lies in creating and arranging 

thoughts, as well as in making an interpretation of these ideas into understandable 

content. 
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2.4. Previous Studies 

 

Corpus linguistics is one of the technology-based tools that could be very useful in 

teaching but still has not been widely used or tested. Nevertheless, in the last 30 years, 

the use of corpora in classrooms has started to develop (Varley, 2008). One of these 

researchers as Díez (2001, 2003) in the first studies based on the Madrid corpus 

analyzed the students‟ problems with coherence and cohesion. The use of the Madrid 

Corpus exposed the study of various measures of lexical complexity, fluency, syntactic 

complexity, information-structure and the use of connectors, conjuncts and 

conjunctions. 

However, this investigation applied by seven Spanish Research Groups was done to 

improve the teaching materials offered to the students or to describe their interlanguage. 

The wealth of information provided by researchers using learner corpora by Spanish 

students of English at various levels confirms the vitality of the field in Spain. 

Nevertheless, further research is encouraged so that a better understanding of the 

acquisition process of the foreign language is gained, interlanguage patterns are 

described, difficult aspects of the foreign language at different proficiency levels are 

highlighted, etc. With the scientific data obtained from rigorous learner corpus-based 

studies, teaching materials (i.e. textbooks, dictionaries, etc.) which meet Spanish 

students‟ real needs can be designed and used in our classes (Díez, 2001, 2003). 

Nowadays, corpus is considered as an important implement in English classroom, so 

other researchers as Saeed and Waly (2009) in their investigation about Corpus as tool 

for Material Design in classrooms obtains that corpora can be used in the English 

learning process to improve language skills providing a technological tool.  The author 

obtains that if teachers are trained on how to design suitable corpus-based tasks. 

Teachers can help their students be exposed to a broader framework of how English is 

used for communication by native speakers. Certain points to bear in mind while 

designing corpus-based tasks include the ability level of the students, cultural and 

educational backgrounds and the age group of the students. It is also recommended to 

use online corpora as they are available for anybody at any given time. In class a 

specialized corpus is needed, EFL instructors and researchers need to make sure it is 

available at their institutions (Saeed & Waly, 2009). 
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In Esmeraldas, Castillo (2016) stated in her studies about corpora as a teaching learning 

material that the use of corpora is not the definitive solution for improving vocabulary 

level but, it is an effective optional strategy that teachers should use when they create 

materials for their classes. After that, the author in the results of the survey suggests that 

working with corpus can provide some benefits such as exposure to a more real 

language, challenges students, and increases interest. On the other hand, the study 

conducted by Darus et. al. (2009, p. 493) by concluding the  result  as  the  errors  that  

participants committed  were  basically  grammatical.  Further, emphasis indicated that 

the problems of the participants had in acquiring normal grammatical rules. Grammar is 

also considered as one of the most important factor in language teaching and learning. 

This is also enlightened in the study conducted by Caroline Mei Lin Ho (2003).  

Contributing with my research, Boroomand & Rostami Abusaeedi (2013) presented a 

study conducted on 100 Iranian advanced EFL learners' written errors (50 male learners 

and 50 female learners), presents different classifications and subdivisions of errors, and 

carries out an analysis on these errors. Detecting the most committed errors in each 

classification, findings reveal significant differences between error frequencies of the 

two male and female groups (more error frequency in female written productions).  

Supporting Boroomand, & Rostami Abusaeedi, investigation, Pearson Chi-Square test, 

contrasted the frequencies of different classifications of errors in the two groups of male 

and female learners. Regarding the p-values for processing errors and syntactic errors in 

the two groups which were less than the significance level (α= 0.05), it is concluded that 

there are significant differences between the two groups of males and females, 

considering processing errors and syntactic errors. Despite some researches done by 

different researchers which reveal female language learners commit less writing errors, 

show more improvement in writing over time or gain higher writing scores than male 

learners (Chen, 1996, Abu-Jarad, 2008, Chiu, 2008, Al-Nawas, 2009), the present study 

reveals more error commitment by female learners. 
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2.5. Legal Foundation 

 

This work is written according to the Constitution of Ecuador and general Education under Title 

Vll “Plan Nacional del Buen Vivir” (2012) in the Article 344 and Article 350. 

 

Art. 344.-  El sistema nacional de educación tendrá como finalidad el desarrollo de 

capacidades y potencialidades individuales y colectivas de la población, que posibiliten 

el aprendizaje, y la generación y utilización de conocimientos, técnicas, saberes, artes y 

cultura. El sistema tendrá como centro al sujeto que aprende, y funcionará de manera 

flexible y dinámica, incluyente, eficaz y eficiente. El sistema nacional de educación 

integrará una visión intercultural acorde con la diversidad geográfica, cultural y 

lingüística del país, y el respeto a los derechos de las comunidades, pueblos y 

nacionalidades. 

[...] 

Art.350.-   El sistema de educación superior tiene como finalidad la formación 

académica y profesional con visión científica y humanista; la investigación científica y 

tecnológica; la innovación, promoción, desarrollo y difusión de los saberes y las 

culturas; la construcción de soluciones para los problemas del país, en relación con los 

objetivos del régimen de desarrollo. 

Constitution of the Republic of Ecuador (2008) 

 

3. METHODOLOGY  

 

3.1. Type of Investigation  

 

A corpus-based approach was followed as a learner‟s corpus designed in order to 

identify common mistakes and vocabulary used in writing by 6
th

 level of English 

students at PUCE Esmeraldas.  When regarding the levels of measuring, it is 

quantitative research, as it uses both a survey and corpus-based analysis of features in 

order to describe the problems that students from PUCE Esmeraldas have when they are 

writing in the foreign language. 
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3.2 Sample and Population 

 

PUCE Esmeraldas is the main beneficiary of this research. The population of this study 

was a class of 6
th

 level General English at PUCE Esmeraldas (similar to level B1 ECFL) 

which include students from different programs, being the majority of them 

undergraduate students of Environmental Management. Our intentional sample included 

all of the 24 students that regularly attend the class. There were 11 male and 13 female 

students. 

As results of the initial corpus, codenamed Esmeraldas Learner’s Corpus, it includes 

3172 tokens, originated from an in-class writing exercise. This corpus was subsequently 

error-annotated by hand, in order to be processed manually. 

 

English learners‟ corpus 

Types: 

Tokens: 

660 

3172 

Male: 11 

Female: 13 

Ages: 21-25: 17 students 

19-21: 7 students 

Degree: Administration: 1 

International Business: 1 

Environmental Management: 22 

Table 1 Sample details 

 

 

3.3. Methods  

 

This research followed both inductive and deductive methodologies, because from the 

particularity of the students‟ errors, general rules can be identified. As a result, other 

researchers may use this general information in their lessons. The method of analysis 

and synthesis was used to analyze theories and the results to synthesize the information.  

To conduct this research, a five-step methodology was followed: (1) Compilation of 

writing output through an online formulary, (2) manual detection and annotation of 
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errors, (3) data extraction, XML labeling and final corpus compilation, (4) automatic 

calculation of error statistics, (5) hand processing in order to detect exceptions and other 

relevant features. 

 

3.4. Techniques and Instruments 

 

3.4.1 Test 

 

An activity was designed in Google Forms in order to collect and compile output from 

students in the campus‟ language lab. The activity that was proposed to students 

contained one question that consisted on writing a paragraph about travelling, along 

with some extra metadata such as age, gender and degree. This way, information will be 

collected in order to create a learner corpus in which the errors and common vocabulary 

can be defined, to observe the differences between men and women. The survey can be 

seen in Appendix 3.  

2.4.2 Corpus 

To create an annotated learners‟ corpus through the extraction of the text in the cells 

from the test spreadsheet to individual UTF8 text files, and its metatags were labeled in 

XML code. As a result, we obtained a small corpus that included 3732 tokens and 660 

types. The errors committed by the students in this corpus were manually annotated 

through an error tag code, similar to the provided by Dahlmeier, Ng and Wu (2013). A 

concise list of error tags is found in Table 2 and the learners‟ corpus can be found in the 

CD attached to this copy. 

3.4.3 Concordancer 

 

Concordances were found through AntConc, a freeware, multiplatform tool for carrying 

out corpus linguistics research and data-driven learning. It runs on any computer 

running Microsoft Windows, Macintosh, and Linux. It is developed in Perl using 

various compilers to generate executable for the different operating systems. AntConc 

does not require installation, as it is a stand-alone program (Laurence, 2014) 
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3.4.4. Data Processing  

 

After the corpus is extracted from the Google Spreadsheet created ad hoc, it was 

converted into individual .txt files and compiled into a corpus, no further lemmatization 

not tokenization was performed. The resulting corpus was analyzed with the AntConc 

concordance in order to obtain statistic results. The resulting digital information was 

tabulated with Microsoft Excel. 

 

Table 2  Tags for error annotation 

 

 

 
 

 

                                       ERROR TAG  /  ERROR CATEGORIES 

VERBS PRONOUNS 

VT VERB TENSE Pform PRONOUN FORM 

VFORM VERB FORM Pref PRONOUN REFERENCE 

  Wcip WRONG COLLOCATIONS, 

IDIOMS AND 

PREPOSITIONS 

SUBJECT-VERB-AGREEMENT SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

SVA SUBJECT-VERB-

AGREEMENT 

Srun RUNNONS, COMMA 

SPLICE 

ARTICLES/DETERMINERS WORD ORDER 

ArtOrDet ARTICLE OR 

DETERMINER 

Woinc INCORRECT SENTENCE 

FORM 

  Woadv ADVERB/ADJECTIVE 

POSITION 

NOUNS TRANSITIONS 

Nn NOUN NUMBER Trans LINK WORDS/PHRASES 

MECHANICS REDUNDANCY 

Mec PUNCTUATION, 

CAPITALIZATION, 

SPELLING AND 

TYPOS 

Rloc LOCAL REDUNDANCY 
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4. RESULTS 
 

4.1. Verb Errors 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Verbs 

 

In this section 11 of 24 students used incorrectly the verb selection and tense, so the 

60% of errors equivalent to male gender who wrote some incorrect sentences. For 

example: 

 Within (Wcip) Colombia I know (vt) (vform) Cali, Pasto, (trans) Ipiales. 

 My best vacation was go to yasuni itt where we were 1 weekend and visit (vt) 

many places interesting (WOadv). 

 To spend the day at the beach with friends or family make (vt) games and 

eat(vt). 

The 80% of errors belong to male gender, being just 4 of 24 students who wrote 

sentences without respect the verb form. After that, the majority of the students did not 

commit any errors, but out of the 5 individuals that had writing incorrections, 4 were 

men. For example:  

12 

60% 

4 

80% 

8 

40% 
1 

20% 
0

2

4

6

8
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12

14

VT VFORM

Verbs 

MALE FEMALE
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 Countries is (vform) impresionated. 

 I like (vform) travel around the world 

 I like (Vform) watch tv in general sports 

 

 

Figure 2: Subject Verb Agreement 

 

In Figure 2, we can observe that only 2 out of 24 (1 M, 1 F) students used an incorrect 

subject-verb agreement, so very few learners have problems at the moment of using 

third person singular: 

 For me Cuba have (sva) a (ArtOrDet) culture (WOadv) interesting. 
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4.2. Article / Determiner Errors 

 

 

Figure 3: Article or Determiner 

 

Some learners present problems at the moment of using articles and determiners. The 

67% of the errors corresponded to males while the 33% corresponded to females. For 

all, this figure shows to 6 of 24 students had difficulties in this case. As result, most of 

the students are good using articles and determiners.  In the following sentences you can 

observe a short sample of their errors.    

 

 (mec) have (ArtOrDet) good experience. 

 Sunday at noon we usually go to (ArtOrDet) church with my family 
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1 2
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4.3. Noun Use 

 

Figure 4: Nouns 

 

Students in the English class demonstrated good management in the use of nouns in 

sentences. Out of the 5 students that committed errors in this category, only 40% of the 

errors were committed by men. For example:  

 

 This (nn) countries is (vform) impresionated. 

 Sports and health life are my other hobbie (nn). 

 

Learners had to use noun possessive to write about their travels in the paragraph. They 

did not present a lot of problems in this part because the high percent of them use 

correctly the apostrophe to indicate possession, but a low percent had problems with 

this rule. In fact, 4 students (2M, 2F) have forgotten the use of apostrophes as in the 

following examples: 

 I need a capacitation about English by Language student's. (Npos) 

 I found interesting places such as Carolina (Npos) Park. 
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4.4. Pronoun Errors 

 

  

Figure 5: Pronouns 

 

Figure five shows 86% of errors correspond to male gender who committed 

approximately 6 errors while the 14% of errors was by a woman who committed just 

one error. E.g. for my (Pform) the most exciting was Acapulco. 

In this case male gender did not commit any error, but female gender present 5 errors. 

Besides, 2 of 24 students use incorrectly the pronoun reference so it shows that women 

are more probably to commit errors than men. E.g. I like to learn about the cities, their 

(pref) religion and their (pref) customs. 

 

4.5. Wrong Collocations, Idioms and Prepositions 

 

Corpus results reflect just 5 errors among all the 24 paragraphs. It shows that students 

have good management of prepositions, and just a small part of them were confused 

with this rule and 60% were women. For instance, women had more problems than men 

during the use of prepositions as in these examples:  

 I went (Wcip) a diferent (mec) city. 

 beach of the monks of (Wcip) Manabi. 
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4.6. Punctuation Errors 
 

 

 

Figure 6: Runnons- Comma Splice 

 

 

The correct use of punctuation in a sentence was difficult for all the students because a 

high number of them, exactly 21 of 24 students did not respect periods and commas. 

This is the main problem detected in this learners‟ corpus, as it reflected 63 errors of 

punctuation and commas in just 24 paragraphs. Moreover, 51% of errors were 

committed by women and the other 49% were committed by men. Concluding with a 

small difference of percentage, female adolescents are more probably to commit errors 

than male. 
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4.7. Syntax Errors 

 

 

Figure 7: Word Order 

 

Learners generally used an incorrect word order in sentences. As consequence, corpus 

presents 20 errors in this category so female gender committed the 55% of errors and 

males 45%. This result denotes that men are less susceptible to commit word order 

errors than women. In the sentences below, there are some errors to observe.  

 I also (WOinc) like going to the disco to dance, (srun) although it is not often, 

but I do like it (WOinc). 

 I love them very much and have I (WOinc) a lot of fun with them. 

 

Word order is a common problem in students because of Spanish interference and did 

not change the adjective position. This figure shows to 4 students who wrote incorrectly 

the adjective position. It corresponds to: 86% of errors were committed by men and the 

other 14% were committed by women. 
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4.8. Transitions, Mechanics and Redundancy 

 

 

Figure 8: Transitions 

 

Around 16 students committed 29 errors in this category, so 69% of errors belong to 

female gender and the other 31% for male gender. As result of this analysis, the 

majority of the students have problems to use linking words because of their limited 

vocabulary. 

 

Figure 9: Mechanincs 
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AntConc showed in the screen 45 errors in 18 paragraphs, so it reflects that students 

have difficulties with this error category. They presented problems in capital letters, 

translation words, missing words and with correct writing of some words. 67% of errors 

were done by male gender and 33% were done by female gender. In this case women 

are better than men with translation words and remembering its writing.  

 

 

Figure 10: Local Redundancy 

 

Fortunately, just 5 errors were counted in this category. 80% correspond to female 

gender and the other 20% correspond to male. Students are not so vulnerably to 

committee errors in redundancy category, but some of them had a limited vocabulary 

and are more susceptible to repeat some words when they want to number features, 

descriptions or actions. For example:  
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 On our weekends we always try to make each one different, We go for a walk, 

we (Rloc) play, we do different meals, we talk, we laugh and we love to spend 

together. 

 I prefer to go to some place for to (Rloc) eat. 

 

To sum up, male students committed a total sum of 119 errors (averaging 10,82 per 

individual). Meanwhile, women, being more abundant, only summed up to 109 errors 

(an average of 8.38 per individual). Males were especially outperformed in noun and 

article use and spelling (mechanics), while women tended to be more redundant and did 

especially worse at the use of transitional connectors. A complete chart of figures can be 

found in Appendix 4 
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5. DISCUSSION 

 

Writing skills is important to know how people can express their thoughts trough this 

language skill. This investigation was aimed to analyze the main difficulties by students 

from 6th level of General English at PUCE Esmeraldas to identify the most common 

errors in grammar establishing differences in range of errors among male and female 

learners. Result figures show that students committed around 228 errors in total. Out of 

them, the highest percentage of errors corresponded to males; while with a minimal 

difference the rest of errors were committed by females (see Appendix 4 for more 

details).  

In a similar fashion, research performed by different researchers reveal that female 

language learners commit less writing errors, show more improvement in writing over 

time or gain higher writing scores than male learners (Chen, 1996, Abu-Jarad, 2008, 

Chiu, 2008, Al-Nawas, 2009). However, other studies about gender variation in 

grammatical errors, some researchers as Boroomand. & Rostami Abusaeedi (2013) 

presented a study conducted on 100 Iranian advanced EFL learners' written errors (50 

male learners and 50 female learners). In this case, they offered different results stating 

that more error frequency appeared in female written productions. However, they 

denoted different classifications and subdivisions of errors, so the authors detected the 

most committed errors in each classification.  

Moreover, the study conducted by Darus et. al (2009, p. 493) provide results, presenting 

that grammatical errors are the principal problem detected on writing skill. The author 

concluded stating that the errors committed by participants were basically grammatical.  

Further, emphasis indicated that the problems of the participants had in acquiring 

normal grammatical rules. Grammar is also considered as one of the most crucial factor 

in language teaching and learning.  

As of local precedents, recent observations made by López (2017) on students‟ 

grammar mistakes concluded that they also made mistakes in the use of the form FOR+ 

gerund for example: correct way (for studying) and incorrect way (for study) and many 

of them wrote them incorrectly. Apart from this, they also showed mistakes in the use of 

the verb to be, some of them did not use properly that grammatical pattern, which is 

important and relevant in the development of students‟ grammar. In similar terms to us, 
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learners are not clear with simple English grammar, like the verbal use of “to be”; 

grammar use is concerning as it causes an important part of grammar errors.          

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

6.1. CONCLUSIONS  

 

 

 Women perform better than man when they are writing in EFL. The highest 

percentage of concern male individuals while the rest were committed by 

female, so students presented more problems in writing errors referring to 

punctuation, followed by mechanic errors, such as capitalization and spelling. 

Finally, the third high range of writing errors were done in the use of transition 

words.  

 

 Corpus provides an interesting and easy way of observing the English learning 

process as it provides relevant information, while data are considered fast to 

obtain, realistic, aseptic and confidential. It facilitated the analysis of a small 

3172 token corpus in few minutes, which allowed to spend more time observing 

language use than obtaining data.  

 

 In the current research students presented a high percentage of errors in the 

location of periods and commas, but in other studies they presented more 

problems in subject verb agreement referring to singular or plural verb as 

Mohammed (2008). In contrast, other researcher found the majority of 

difficulties in verb tense referring to the use of infinitive (López, B. 2017). 

 

 In relation to previous research, results were unexpected as other studies showed 

a higher level of grammar errors in verb tense or adjective position, but in this 

case, students demonstrated an elevated level of English. Surprisingly, most of 

the errors were related to punctuation.  
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 This is one of the first approaches to corpus studies on learner‟s output in 

Esmeraldas. Even if it has been a minimal scale analysis, the experience and 

results are encouraging. As Sinclair stated, „bigger is always better‟, so further 

corpus-based analyses will be possible in the future by expanding the sample 

and population. 

 

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 To initiate a program in which English teachers reinforce writing skills to 

students in classroom emphasizing grammatical rules as punctuation, spelling 

and the use of transition words without forget the practice of topics as present 

simple tense, verb to be, present progressive, simple past tense and others.  

 

 PUCE Esmeraldas should provide training in corpus-based analysis to be 

applied as a tool in EFL classes which would provide a powerful empirical tool 

for teacher‟s research, in order to obtain large amounts of language samples 

from real situations  

 

 This investigation should be continued with further pedagogic, linguistic and 

extra linguistic researches. Then, with a corpus design training, to obtain more 

observations about learners to contribute with more quantitative real language 

studies in different levels in Esmeraldas in order to determine the sociocultural 

causes of the higher prevalence of errors in men in contrast with women of the 

same level.  

 

 To continue with the development of this learner corpus with the widening of 

the information through the extension of this corpus during the years to come.  
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Appendix 4  

ERROR TAG     
ERROR 

CATEGORIES 
MALE FEMALE TOTAL 

VERBS 

VT VERB TENSE 12 8 20 

VFORM VERB FORM 4 1 5 

SUBJECT-VERB-AGREEMENT 

SVA 
SUBJECT-VERB-

AGREEMENT 
1 1 2 

ARTICLES/DETERMINERS 

ArtOrDet 
ARTICLE OR 

DETERMINER 
4 2 6 

NOUNS 

Nn NOUN NUMBER 2 3 5 

Npos NOUN POSSESSIVE 2 2 4 

PRONOUNS 

Pform PRONOUN FORM 6 1 7 

Pref 
PRONOUN 
REFERENCE 

0 5 5 

Wcip 

WRONG 

COLLOCATIONS, 
IDIOMS AND 

PREPOSITIONS 

2 3 5 

SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

Srun 
RUNNONS, COMMA 

SPLICE 
31 32 63 

WORD ORDER 

Woinc 
INCORRECT 

SENTENCE FORM 
9 11 20 

Woadv 
ADVERB/ADJECTIVE 

POSITION 
6 1 7 

TRANSITIONS 

Trans 
LINK 
WORDS/PHRASES 

9 20 29 

MECHANICS 

Mec 

PUNCTUATION, 

CAPITALIZATION, 
SPELLING AND 

TYPOS 

30 15 45 

REDUNDANCY 

Rloc 
LOCAL 

REDUNDANCY 
1 4 5 

TOTAL  119 109 228 

  

11 13 24 

 
Average 10,82 8,38 9,5 

 % 56% 44%  
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